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INTRODUCTION:
Susceptibility genes presently account for only 20-25% of the hereditary risk for breast cancer
(Lichtenstein et al., 2000).

The majority of this risk can be attributed to the two breast cancer

susceptibility genes, BRCA1 and BRCA2 (Miki et al, 1994; Wooster et al., 1995). Mutations in a third
gene, TP53, appear to be responsible for a minor additional fraction of predisposition to breast cancer
(reviewed in Easton, 1999). In recent studies, TP53 changes occurred exclusively in those breast cancer
families also displaying a Li-Fraumeni syndrome (LFS) or Li-Fraumeni-like syndrome (LFL)(Huusko et
al, 1999). This syndrome is described by a cancer background within a family consisting of sarcomas,
breast cancer, leukemia, and tumors of the central nervous system and adrenal cortex (Garber et al., 1991).
These observations indicate that other breast cancer susceptibility genes must be involved to account for
hereditary breast cancer risk.

Bell et al. (1999) identified germline CHK2 mutations in 77>55-negative LFS and LFL families
(13.6%). It was suggested that mutations in CHK2, a gene that encodes a protein kinase that activates p53
by phosphorylation in a DNA damage dependent and ATM dependent manner (reviewed in Prives and
Hall, 1999), may contribute to predisposition to sarcoma, breast and brain tumors. However, one of four
alterations documented in the Bell et al. publication (1422delT) has subsequently been located to a
homologous fragment in that case and in 5% of a control sampling (Sodha et al, 2000).

Upon

characterization of the other Bell et al. mutations one missense alteration (I157T) appears to have wild
type protein kinase activity in the assays used and the other (R145W) appears to have basal activity,
thought perhaps due to a shortened half-life (Wu et al., 2001). A recent evaluation of 79 hereditary breast
cancer families (21 characterized as LFL) found 8.9% positive for the I157T missense alteration (Allinen et
al., 2001). Four of the positive families were classified as LFL.

The association of CHK2 alterations with LFS/LFL families and it's identification as a regulator of
BRCA1 (Lee et al., 2000) makes CHK2 a valid candidate gene to contribute to hereditary breast cancer.
Further evaluation of hereditary breast cancer families may confirm the present suspicion that CHK2
alterations do not alone predispose to cancer, but are contributory on a cancer presdisposing genetic
background. Recent evaluation of the sporadic colon cancer cell line HCT15 containing the R145W CHK2
missense alteration on the selectively expressed allele provide evidence that CHK2 and p53 have cell cycle
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checkpoint roles in non-overlapping pathways (Falch et al., 2001). This theory lends support to the
notion that mutations of CHK2 can provide some additional selective advantage even to cells with deleted
or mutant TP53.

BODY:
Progress Report
Objective: The objective of this proposal is to determine the frequency of germline mutations in
CHK2/CDS1 in breast cancer-prone kindreds that have previously tested negative for mutations in BRCA1
and BRCA2.

BRCA1 and BRCA2 negative individuals selected for CHK2 evaluation are members of hereditary
breast/ovarian cancer families. Li-Fraumeni syndrome (LFS) families and Li-Fraumeni like (LFL) families
were chosen by pedigree analysis and according to the following criteria. Clinical criteria for diagnosing a
family as having LFS are the combination of (i) proband with sarcoma diagnosed under age 45, (ii) firstdegree relative with an LFS component tumor (sarcoma, breast cancer, brain tumor, leukemia, or adrenal
cancer) diagnosed under age 45, and (iii) first- or second-degree relative with any cancer diagnosed under
age 45 or with sarcoma diagnosed at any age. Clinical criteria for LFS-variant are an individual with three
separate primary cancers, with the first cancer diagnosed under age 45, or the combination of (i) proband
with childhood cancer or LFS component tumor diagnosed under age 45, (ii) first- or second-degree relative
with LFS component tumor diagnosed at any age, and (iii) first- or second-degree relative with any cancer
diagnosed under age 60 (Birch et al., 1994; Eng et al., 1997).

A total of 34 individuals were screened for alterations in the CHK2 gene. One individual was from
a LFS classified family while the remaining individuals were from LFL families that reported a history of
breast cancer. All the individuals evaluated had been diagnosed with some type of cancer; 28 individuals
were diagnosed with breast cancer and 4 were diagnosed with ovarian cancer. Two of the individuals were
males; one diagnosed with melanoma at age 21 and another diagnosed with sarcoma at age 33. Eight of the
individuals reported to be of Ashkenazi Jewish heritage and were screened for founder mutations only. All
of the participants had previously tested negative for BRCA1 and BRCA2 germline mutations.

Evaluation of the CHK2 gene by PCT amplification and direct sequencing is complicated by the
duplication of CHK2 exons 10,11,12, 13, and 14 on multiple human chromosomes. A PCR strategy was
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designed (Bell et al., 1999) to specifically amplify these exons from chromosome 22 only, where the intact
CHK2 gene is located, by initially performing a primary long range PCR spanning exons 10-14 (~10kb) and
subsequently performing nested PCR's for each of exons 10-14. Direct sequencing of the PCR fragements
failed to detect any of the previously reported CHK2 mutations or any other mutation in the individuals
screened.

In addition, in collaboration with Dr. Daniel Haber (Massachusetts General Hospital), we have
recently reported the identification of CHK2 missense mutations in three variant-LFS families (Lee et al.,
2001). Ten additional cases of LFS and 49 cases of variant-LFS were screened for germline mutations in
CHK2. Three missense mutations were detected, R145W, R3W, and I157T. None of these missense
changes were detected in 400 chromosomes from healthy donors who were ethnically matched with the
patient population.

The R145W mutation was shown to destabilize the encoded protein, reducing its

half-life from >120 min to 30 min. We also report that this effect is abrogated by treatment of cells with a
proteosome inhibitor, suggesting that CHK2R145W is targeted through the degradation pathway.

The

R145W germline mutation, but not the R3W or the I157T missense variants in CHK2 was associated with
loss of the wild-type allele in the corresponding tumor specimens. Interestingly, the R145W bearing
tumor did not harbor a somatic TP53 mutation. Our observations support the functional significance of a
missense CHK2 mutation in rare cases of LSF, and suggest that such mutations may substitute for
inactivation of TP53.

KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
•

Identified LFS/LFL individuals for CHK2 gene evaluation.

•

Found that 34 of the probands tested to date are negative for CHK2 mutations.

•

Have reported that the R145W CHK2 mutation functionally destabilizes the encoded protein (in
collaboration with D. Haber, see below).

REPORTABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Lee, S.B., Kim, S.H., Bell, D.W., Wahrer, D.C.R., Schiripo, T.A., Jorczak, M.M., Sgroi, D., Garber,
J.E., Li, F.P., Nichols, K., Varley, J.M., Godwin, A.K., Shannon, K.E., Harlow, E., Haber, D.A.
Destabilzation of CHK2 by a missense mutation associated with Li-Fraumeni Syndrome.
Research, accepted, 2001
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CONCLUSIONS:
Recent studies have confirmed the presence of CHK2 germline mutations in familial breast cancer
families.

However, the contribution of CHK2 to hereditary breast cancer appears to be minimal.

Vahteristo and colleagues recently found a frameshift mutations (HOOdelC) in one family with breast
cancer. The proband was diagnosed with breast cancer at age 41 years, and her mutation was inherited
from the father diagnosed with prostate cancer at 76 years. A second mutation, in BRCA1 in the maternal
lineage was also found, but not in the proband. The recent study by Allinen and colleagues failed to
identify a deleterious CHK2 mutation in 79 Finnish breast cancer families. Base on ours and other recent
studies, it appears that germline mutations in CHK2 do not contribute significantly to the hereditary breast
cancer or LFL-associated breast cancer risk.
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